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Abstract

The internet has been a widely accessible resource for more than 30 years. For a
platform with no country or central authority, it has become riddled with numerous
barriers and walls. These chasms will continue to form, whether it’s political or economic,
regional or cultural. This reality continues to hinder the potential and future growth of the
Internet.

Today, every great leap in technology has a giant corporation behind it. Organizations
that were thought leaders have turned into tech giants. Accessing 5G speeds requires
Google or Apple hardware; building a business online means signing up for Amazon Web
Services. Social networking is synonymous with FaceBook. The landscape is dominated
by monopolies who use their leverage to buy out or bury competition. Viable alternatives
are few and far between.

The 2021 internet experience means having your data syphoned, captured, stored and
sold off. Privacy is a data point, and therefore a commodity. The giant internet
corporations have a say in who gets to access which parts of the internet, and they wield
censorship and restrictions with impunity.

The goal of NetFlowCoin is to liberate its users from this paradigm. NetFlowCoin’s
system has been designed to operate outside of the monopoly’s reach. NetFlowCoin
marks a return to the values of empowerment, decentralization, and innovation for
providers and producers.

Note: A new version of this article will be on at https://www.netflowcoin.io. If you
have comments and suggestions, please contact us through：nfc@netflowcoin.io.
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1 Challenges to the Free Flow of Data
in the Digital Age

1.1 Introduction
"All things are numbers"
—— Pythagoras
Everything can be embodied by data, and data itself has two meanings: commodity
properties and tool properties. An important embodiment of the commodity property is the
ability to trade. In this context, trade is the process of making data flow. Unlike other
physical commodities, it will only generate value after flows as reusable data.
The value of data without flow is 0. From the past to the present, human society has
been making relentless efforts to accelerate data transmission, create flow, and thus
generate value.

1.2 Development of Data Flow Methods
Humans first used beacons, stagecoaches, and pigeons as means of data flow, but with
the third technological revolution, data formally moved away from the physical carrier
approach. Instead, it began to flow around the world in digital form.
In the era of LAN, data was more often transmitted among PC users using external
storage such as floppy disks and CD-ROMs, which was inefficient, slow in dissemination,
and small in scope.
With the rise of 3G, 4G, cloud computing, and the mobile Internet era represented by
smartphones, the value of data has been fully realized through the high-speed
connectivity of the Internet and the explosive spread of global information.
Create a distributed value network for human society
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With the 5G Internet of Everything comes an era of digitizing the entire human society,
data is the lifeblood of the digitization process as the core of digital transformation. Its
importance will become unparalleled. Hundreds of billions of devices will be connected
and data interactions will reach an unprecedented peak. IDC predicts that the global
DataSphere will increase from 33 ZB (zettabytes) in 2018 to 175 ZB in 2025.
How to ensure the efficient flow and maximize the value of the explosive growth of data
has become the biggest appeal of human society.

1.3 Challenges of data value to centralized systems
1) The Value and Use of Data Are Controlled by Centralization
Today, the same tech companies providing their users with internet access are
simultaneously capturing, storing, and selling the data to governments and other
companies. These companies, or “tech giants,” have monopolized the “information
highways.” The result is the centralized systems where data is stored and accessed.
To have a powerful monopoly in any industry is to limit competition. An unchallenged
monopoly makes mistakes, and with so much data stored in one place, the
consequences of a successful hacking into the system can be disastrous.
The massive value that these centralized data systems gain from capturing the data of
their users is one-sided. Meanwhile, because of the distribution restrictions within the
platforms and the barriers in between, the data cannot flow among all demanders, and
the value of data is artificially reduced.
2) Data Storage Security and Privacy Information Protection
In the existing cloud computing architecture, a large amount of data is stored on the
cloud platform, which has major hidden risks in data security and privacy:
a. Existing cloud storage services for data preservation are usually not
encrypted, or not encrypted to a high enough level. The result is that even
industry leaders are not immune to the high risk of information loss or
leakage due to technical errors or attackers' malicious purposes. In recent
Create a distributed value network for human society
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years, cloud storage data leaks have also emerged frequently, such as
iCloud photo album leaks, facebook personal information leaks, and
massive data leaks on Baidu.com, etc.
b. Since the operation of organizations involves business interests and the
need for financial maintenance when a business cannot continue, the
cloud storage service provided by the service provider may be unfairly
terminated. It in turn leads to the loss of user data.

3) Existing centralized network architecture is already overburdened
In the stage of the "Internet of Things", a variety of network terminal devices may initiate
service requests and demand for network services, so the demand for data and network
services will rise by several orders of magnitude compared with the mobile Internet era. It
will be a great test for the existing communication networks and data centers. During the
epidemic, the high traffic of online offices, online consumption, and online entertainment
led to insufficient existing Internet applications and network carrying capacity and
degraded communication quality. Operators had to temporarily expand capacity to meet
the data interaction needs of a large number of users/devices.
In response to the explosive growth of data, the consumer’s demand for instant, mobile,
and personalized real-time data also rises to new heights. The demand for real-time
response to services will be even more urgent and high-frequency.
According to IDC, more than 5 billion consumers are interacting with data every day. By
2025, this number will increase to 6 billion, equivalent to 75% of the global population.
4) Low Latency Demand for Massive IoT Terminal Communication
IoT is an open, global network that connects people, data, and machines, enabling data
to generate value in connected communications. Compared with the Internet nowadays,
IoT emphasizes more on data, full connectivity, and the flow, integration, analysis, and
modeling of data. It also needs the network to be able to process requests and services
from massive terminals at high speed with very low latency, so that the data value of
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smart devices can be maximized.
5) End-to-End Data Exchange Capability in Real-Time
In the current mobile Internet, a great many requests from terminal devices (such as cell
phones, PCs, etc.) are first sent to the remote cloud platform for processing, and then the
results responded are returned to the terminal. In the "Internet of Everything" era, due to
the access of many devices, the interaction between devices will become extremely
frequent. If still processed by the remote cloud platform first and then returned to the
requesting party, the efficiency and response speed of this interaction will become quite
low, and will also make the cloud platform overburdened.

2 NetFlowCoin Project Introduction

The NetFlowCoin project aims to combine NF-SDN technology and blockchain
technology on top of the Internet to build a global intelligent edge network with
chain-network integration and expand the computing power to the "end" with the
"cloud-edge-end" synergy mode. By integrating the bandwidth, storage, computing, and
data resources of the whole network, we can build a global leading intelligent, highly
reliable, and circulating blockchain digital asset ecosystem, so that every participant can
gain value from it and achieve the project vision of "everyone participates and everyone
profits".

Figure 2-1 NetFlowCoin

In the NetFlowCoin project, NF-SDN technology ensures that data can arrive from
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producers to designated consumers quickly, accurately, and securely. On the other hand,
blockchain technology combined with the DApp market established a credible, win-win
economic ecosystem that allows the network to maintain flexible scalability to
continuously absorb new nodes according to business development. It can safeguard the
security of the network and prevent nodes from doing evil.

Figure 2-2 NetFlowCoin composition

In short, NetFlowCoin is an incentive layer built on NF-SDN technology and establishes a
unified ecology of all kinds of nodes and users on the NF-SDN network based on the
same benefits. Therefore, the value can return to individuals through the circulation of
data in the network, and complete its transformation to the value network.

3 NetFlowCoin Project Technical Details

3.1 Overall Project Structure
In essence, NetFlowCoin’s basic structure mainly a combination of NF-SDN +
blockchain technology:

Create a distributed value network for human society
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Figure 3-1 NetFlowCoin Overall Project Structure

3.2 NF-SDN Solves the Rapid Flow of Value in the Internet of
Everything
NF-SDN means NetFlow Software Defined Network, which adopts Multicode packet
encryption technology, Multilayered technology, Network Slicing technology, DLT
technology, Next-Hops technology, etc., to quickly realize the secure and private virtual
network construction, which is Internet-based point-to-point, point-to-network, and
network-to-network. Thus, it can complete the reliable, high-speed, secure, and mutually
beneficial connection of people and things, ensuring that data can quickly, accurately,
and safely reach the designated consumers from the producers.
In the network constructed with NF-SDN technology, a certain number of root nodes are
needed across the Internet to provide high-speed transmission, intelligent routing, and
transit services for the network.
These root nodes hold the highest authority in the network, have the strongest network,
storage and transaction processing performance, and the highest stability. They are
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connected in a point-to-point way. The root nodes are the core and key necessary to
support the operation of the whole network. Root nodes ensure not only the stable and
efficient operation of the network but also its security. In particular, they also need to
prevent root nodes from launching malicious attacks on the network because of
commercial interests. Every root node is also responsible for the sub-nodes in each city
or region, which take charge of relaying and sharing the functions and services of the
root node, as well as expanding their services and coverage. The combination of root
nodes and subnodes then forms the network structure of NF-SDN.
How to promote the healthy development of the NF-SDN while safeguarding the network
from losing security during expansion, especially avoiding the introduction of malicious
nodes is the key to NF-SDN in deployment and development. Here, blockchain
technology is the perfect solution. In blockchain systems, especially public chain
systems, nodes can join the network at will without restriction, and as more nodes are
added, the scale of the network also becomes larger. Therefore the scalability of the
system is infinite.
To maintain the normal operation of a large scale network and prevent nodes within the
network from attacking it for commercial interests or any other reasons, the blockchain
system provides token rewards to the nodes involved in maintaining the security of the
system and safeguarding its operation through a consensus mechanism, while penalizing
malicious nodes. With such a mechanism, the public chain system can operate in a
decentralized environment healthily and normally.

3.2.1 NF-SDN Work Levels
The virtual network built by NF-SDN technology is carried on top of the intranet and
internet of the real network so that it does not need to be limited to the existing
architecture and has the ability of flexible networking across different types of networks.

3.2.2 NF-SDN Key Technologies
1)

Network Isolation
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Network isolation technology means each user can create their unique virtual network. It
runs in the NF-SDN global edge network and exists independently from other virtual
networks.
2)

Multicode Packet Encryption

Multicode Packet Encryption technology adopts a high-level encryption algorithm to
realize the security and reliability of data packets in the virtual network when transmitted
through intranet and internet. This eliminates the risk of leakage of virtual network data in
the communication process, which can protect personal privacy.
3)

DLT

Direct link communication technology (DLT) is the technology that can achieve the virtual
network packet in the transmission process of any network architecture penetration
ability, in order to ensure that users can communicate with their virtual network at any
time any device, regardless of their geographical location.
4)

Multilayered & Network Slicing

Based on network multilayer and slicing technology, different user-owned virtual networks
can be freely divided on the NF-SDN edge network. It can also be sliced according to the
attributes of virtual networks (such as applications loaded) to ensure that different virtual
networks and network slices can be segregated and provide quality assurance services
based on attributes such as applications, users, QoS, SLA, etc., accordingly.
5)

Agile Networking

Agile networking is the idea of “network as a service.” Users can choose to switch to
different networks at any time based on their actual needs to achieve the goal of
accessing different virtual network resources.
6)

Intelligent Next Hops

Intelligent "next-hops" path selection, according to the user's target access address, can
smartly schedule the optimal communication path. Therefore, users can get the best
virtual network communication performance, and say goodbye to the traditional routing
algorithm brought about by excessive delay and unresponsive problems.
7)

Edge Forwarding

With the assistance of a massive number of nodes in the NF-SDN (including RN, CN and
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EN nodes), the edge node forwarding capability can assign other NF-SDN nodes to
provide forwarding services (by the intelligent path judgment) when the DLT connection
cannot be established.
Due to the encrypted nature of the communication data, the nodes involved in the relay
only exist as data packet carriers, and the specific content of the communication will
remain unknown.
8)

Rapid Deployment

The entire virtual network can be built without any network foundation or any complex
network commands. Just by simply clicking the "Create Network" button in the Weline,
you can realize the deployment of your unique private virtual network. After that, you can
pull all of the devices and friends you would like to join the network, and enjoy all the
communication convenience brought by technology.

3.2.3 NF-SDN Technical Advantages
For over a decade, NF-SDN technology has been used by many large-scale enterprises
with millions of users with trustworthy maturity and reliability. NF-SDN technology is
known for being a super gateway capable of data compression, encryption, and
forwarding of up to 10 million in just a few milliseconds. NF-SDN technology provides the
following benefits:
●

Chain-network combination: virtual network technology guarantees that data can
arrive to designated consumers from producers quickly, accurately and securely,
while blockchain technology establishes a credible win-win economic ecosystem.

●

Decentralized distributed networking: Rapidly realize the construction of secure
private networks based on point-to-point, point-to-network and network-to-network
internet.

●

Highly-reliable data security protection: secure data transmission in the virtual
network is ensured with trusted authentication, encrypted communication, authorized
access and other security technologies to protect the reliable flow of value.
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●

Application-based end-to-end network slicing: Based on identity, resource, SLA,
QoS, SL and other strategies, multiple network slices are dynamically carved out of
the virtual network, and each of them is logically isolated to realize end-to-end and
on-demand services according to users and application cases.

●

High bandwidth and low latency processing performance: integrated with
end-to-end communication, edge forwarding, intelligent routing and other
technologies, it can effectively shorten communication latency and provide fast
access to target resources anytime and anywhere.

3.3 NetFlowCoin Public Chain Design
3.3.1 Public Chain Architecture Design Ideas
The primary reasons behind adopting blockchain technology for this project are as
follows:
●

To record all traffic, storage, transaction and other data on the NF-SDN network. The
use of blockchain technology will guarantee the traceability of data on the chain.

●

Use the token incentive mechanism of blockchain technology to precisely reward the
root nodes for their contribution to the stable operation of the system and the
expansion of the business landscape.

●

Use smart contract technology of blockchain to lay the foundation for the future
implementation of complex, automated and intelligent business processing
mechanisms.

The NetFlowCoin architecture includes the underlying node layers, the blockchain ledger
layer formed by nodes packing blocks; the consensus mechanism layer; and the smart
contract layer which rewards nodes for their compliance in packing and verifying blocks.

3.3.2 NetFlowCoin Nodes
NetFlowCoin builds the entire network through a three-tier architecture of root node (RN)
- central node (CN) - edge node (EN), as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 3-2 Cloud-edge-end node architecture

Root nodes, also known as RN nodes, are responsible for intelligent routing and
scheduling on a global scale. RN nodes have powerful computing capability, storage
capacity, large bandwidth and ultra-high-speed forwarding capability. They are distributed
around the world to build the backbone network.
The central node, also known as the CN node, is responsible for regional intelligent
routing scheduling, which may be as large as a province, city or town, or as small as a
specific network slicing. Usually, multiple network slicing is within a region, as well as a
varying number of edge nodes. CN nodes are responsible for point-to-point,
point-to-network, and network-to-network intelligent routing scheduling within the region.
Multiple CN nodes may exist within the same region and numerous CN nodes can build
the branch network.
Edge nodes, also known as EN nodes, are usually deployed in personal/home and
enterprise LANs. EN nodes are responsible for providing network slicing, network
penetration, network storage, data access and other services for individuals, families and
enterprises, as well as intelligent routing services to the branch and backbone network.
EN nodes can provide secure access across physical networks between end devices
such as mobile phones, tablets, laptops, PCs and even servers in enterprises, realizing
Create a distributed value network for human society
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secure sharing of private networks.

3.3.3 NetFlowCoin Ledger
The ledger layer in the NetFlowCoin blockchain is the blockchain data structure that
records data such as traffic, storage, and transactions throughout NetFlowCoin. This
blockchain data structure consists of blocks connected back to back, and blocks are
connected by the hash value of the previous block (block 0 is the first block of the
blockchain, the genesis block). The blocks in the blockchain are all generated by super
nodes and central nodes according to the regulation of the consensus mechanism.
Each block contains all or part of the transaction data processed by the block packing
node over a period of time. When the supernode and the central node are unable to pack
all the locally saved transaction data into the current block this time, the unpacked
transactions will be left to be packed into subsequent blocks when the block is packed
again later.
After the root node packs the block, it broadcasts the block to other root nodes. When the
block is verified, all root nodes add the block to the end of their locally saved blockchain.
In this way, the blockchain data structure of NetFlowCoin is an infinite extension from
block 0 and is linked back and forth to form the blockchain structure, which is shown in
the figure.
This blockchain structure is stored at each root node, so each root and central node has
an identical ledger (blockchain data structure) that records all root nodes outgoing block
rewards for the entire NetFlowCoin blockchain since the creation of the block, as well as
all transaction data occurring at the root, central and edge nodes based on traffic,
storage, operations, etc. This is the reason why the blockchain system guarantees the
traceability of transaction data.
Since the ledger is stored at each root node and central node, any modification to it must
be verified by all root and central nodes before it can take effect. Therefore, any illegal or
irregular modification of this ledger by any single node is considered illegitimate and will
be rejected by other nodes. This is the mechanism of how blockchain systems prevent
Create a distributed value network for human society
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data from being tampered with.

3.3.4 NetFlowCoin Dual Consensus Model
NetFlowCoin blockchain uses a hybrid consensus mechanism of Delegated Proof of
Stake (DPoS) and Proof of Valuable Flow (PoVF).
DPoS mechanism is a mechanism by which all token holders select the node with block
packing power by voting election from all super nodes.
The PoVF mechanism is the mechanism based on which valid value traffic is rewarded.
DPoS Consensus Mechanism
DPoS is known as Delegated Proof of Stake. It was first introduced as a consensus
mechanism by the Bitcoin public chain. In this consensus mechanism, the right to pack
blocks is voted by all token holders. They can vote for anyone, and the system selects
the nodes with the highest number of votes to be the outputting nodes of the system.
These outputting nodes then have the right to pack blocks and do so according to the
rules determined by the system.
In the NetFlowCoin blockchain, all root nodes have the potential right to pack blocks, but
only 21 of them participate in each round of block packing. The root nodes that
participate in the election are called witness nodes, and each token holder can vote for
multiple witness nodes. The 21 witness nodes with the most accumulated votes become
witness nodes and are responsible for block packing in this voting round until the next
counting cycle starts.
Under the DPoS consensus mechanism, all witness nodes use the Fisher-Yates shuﬄe
algorithm to generate a random order, and then all witness nodes take turns to obtain the
block packing right according to this order.
The pseudocode implementation of the Fisher-Yates shuﬄe algorithm for random
generation order is as follows:
for i from n−1 downto 1 do
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j ← random integer such that 0 ≤ j ≤ i
exchange a[j] and a[i]
Each witness node is given the right to pack a block once in a round of sequencing and is
responsible for packing a block until it is rotated to the next witness node.
If the witness node whose turn to pack a block cannot do so due to system failure, the
block packing right will be automatically rotated to the next witness node in the line.
After a round of block packing, all root nodes are re-ordered randomly according to the
Fisher-Yates shuffle algorithm to generate a new block packing sequence.
When a witness node finishes packing a block, the block is verified by the remaining root
and central nodes. If the block fails to pass the node verification, then the block packing
node will be penalized accordingly.
The system sets an initial trust value of 28,800 points for each node. When a witness
node is absent from the block or otherwise violates the blockchain requirements,
resulting in the threat of instability of the blockchain, the node will face the penalty of
deducting trust value. 100 points will be deducted for each violation, and 1 point will be
added to the node for witnessing each block, and 10 points if the node successfully
completes the block outputting. When the trust value drops below 10000 points, the
system automatically removes the witness node from the witness node list, and the
missing seats are filled by the system in order from the list of remaining witness nodes.
The node that is punitively removed from the witness node list will have its trust value
restored to 28,800 points if it is re-elected as a witness node in the next election round.
The trust value of each round will be used as the reference basis for the next round of
voting election, and the elected nodes of same equity and trust value will be elected first
if they have higher trust value. Only when both equity and trust value are the same will
the nodes be ranked by the number of votes, in which case the node with more votes will
be elected as the witness node in this round.
PoVF Consensus Mechanism
The PoVF mechanism is known as Proof of Valuable Flow, a mining reward mechanism
based on the actual valuable uplink traffic generated by each node in the system.
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NetFlowCoin supports traffic mining based on NF-SDN technology and NetFlowCoin
blockchain technology, so the amount of effective valuable traffic produced by miners has
to be recognized by the whole network. However, due to the interference of various
factors in the network, the data transmitted in the network is sometimes retransmitted
and re-packed, resulting in inconsistencies in the length of the data sent and received by
each party interacting in the network.
With the help of NF-SDN technology, NetFlowCoin accurately calculates the length of the
actual data content transmitted at the data link and session layers of the network.
However, this calculation has an impact on the network transmission performance. To
minimize the impact on the network transmission performance, the slices are randomly
hashed and sampled by NetFlowCoin from the endpoints and nodes through which the
network transmission passes in each traffic counting cycle. The contents of the slices
with the packet headers removed are submitted to the RN and CN nodes for review. In
addition, NF-SDN technology provides commercial data encryption algorithms at the
network data link layer that comply with industry standards issued by international
authorities such as NIST, ISO, and ANSI, ensuring that the data content transmitted in
the network will not be tampered with.
Meanwhile, NetFlowCoin uses a combination of two-way traffic hedging algorithm,
arithmetic average exchange algorithm, discount coefficient algorithm, logarithmic
measurement algorithm, fair reward algorithm and others based on the inter-network
settlement rule standard proposed by the International Telecommunication Union in order
to calculate the traffic data collected at the terminal side and node side. And then it is
submitted to RN nodes and CN nodes for auditing.
Once the collected traffic data passes the audit, the length of the traffic data is recorded
in the block, which is guaranteed not to be tampered with by the characteristics of the
blockchain. Meanwhile, based on the length data and the current network-wide traffic
computing power, the fuel consumption as well as the value output of the effective value
traffic collected in this cycle are calculated. After that, the initiator of the network access
is required to pay the fuel fee, while the providers and participants of the network service
are given corresponding rewards.
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3.3.5 NetFlowCoin Smart Contracts
A Smart contract is a computer protocol designed to disseminate, validate or enforce
contracts by informational means. Smart contracts allow trusted transactions to be made
without a third party, and these transactions are traceable and irreversible.
The concept of smart contracts was introduced by Nick Szabo in the 1990s. Ethereum
was the first platform to implement smart contracts. The application of smart contracts
enables the execution of business logic to be automated, irreversible, uninterrupted and
tamper-proof.
After smart contracts were formally introduced on Ethereum, a huge ecosystem of
applications was born on it, which are called decentralized applications, or DApps.
NetFlowCoin’s system supports smart contracts and adds smart contract virtual
machines in order to intelligently and automatically handle all kinds of business logic in
the future. It also supports all kinds of smart contracts on Ethereum, and supports
Solidity, the smart contract programming language of Ethereum.
NetFlowCoin's smart contract architecture diagram is as follows.

Figure 3-3 smart contract architecture diagram

The smart contract code is the contract source code written by the user in the smart
contract programming language.
Bytecode is the code formed after the smart contract source code compiled by the smart
contract compiler, and it can be executed by the smart contract virtual machine.
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The smart contract virtual machine is the execution environment for running the bytecode
and is the core of the smart contract architecture.

3.3.6 NetFlowCoin Application Layer
The application layer is the layer where users can directly interact with the blockchain
system. Project teams can develop various applications for users to interact with the
blockchain system according to various business cases and application needs, which
simplifies the way and process of interaction between them. On the one hand, it
increases the usability and friendliness of the blockchain system. On the other hand, it
increases its usability and friendliness.
The main applications in this layer are blockchain browser, project token wallet and other
common applications, which can be expanded and added as needed in the future.
The blockchain browser allows users to query the complete information of a transaction
based on some of the transaction information such as the hashrate, the address of the
sender and receiver of the token. Project token wallet is an application that users use to
store project tokens. Users can use the wallet to store tokens, send and receive
transactions.

3.3.7 NetFlowCoin Characteristics
Superb Adaptation
A fast-growing ecosystem of tools, applications, integrations and providers for all types of
cases
Superior Scale
Powerful and active distributed edge network with millions of edge nodes based on
NF-SDN
Safer
Blockchain + NF-SDN to build a more efficient and secure data communication value
network
Superb Performance
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Super high processing power designed for large-scale uses
Innovative Consensus
Efficient consensus for network-wide participation
Open and easy to operate
Designed to be developer and user friendly

4 NetFlowCoin Economic Model

4.1 Dual Token Model
NetFlowCoin adopts a dual token model, where NFC is a Token issued based on the
local blockchain token system and NB is a token issued under the ERC20 standard
supported by the local blockchain.
Among them, NB is used as a stable coin in the system ecosystem with its price
anchored to the USD. It is used as the basic communication service fee for traffic mining
and also as a payment credential at the business level. The NB token can link the value
of traffic with the value of data carried by the traffic and the value of network services,
thus bridging the real economy and the digital economy.
As the native token of the local blockchain, the NFC token is issued in a constant quantity
of 2.1 billion. It is the only fuel for the maintenance and operation of the local blockchain,
and is the only embodiment of the value of the producer's digital assets on the chain.
The value of traffic embodied through NB tokens will eventually be transformed into
digital asset revenue for service providers through NFC tokens, building a value platform
based on traffic computing power. It also helps developers and partners' applications
achieve rapid chain-up.

4.2 Main Chain Token NFC Issuance Plan
NetFlowCoin is a new distributed autonomous economic organization that typically relies
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on the autonomy of a decentralized community, and its investment return model is not a
corporate equity investment model. Rather, it is the purchase of a universal digital
currency and associated distributed storage services, traffic services and other digital
intellectual property provided by individuals. With the decentralized virtual network,
NetFlowCoin creates a trusted service covering intelligent routing, distributed storage,
network slicing, network penetration, private data protection, data asset sharing, etc. It
issues Tokens through the local blockchain token system, which is referred to as NFC.
NFC is the only equity token in the ecology, with a total amount issuance of 2.1 billion. It
is a revenue credential that the holder obtains by providing various decentralized
services, and is a reward given by NetFlowCoin to the holder for maintaining the network
and enriching the ecology. Any organization or natural person can acquire NFC
according to the same rules. NFC can be acquired by buying or providing various
services or transactions based on the system ecology, and the price of NFC is entirely
determined by the market value.
The distribution scheme of all issued 2.1 billion NFC tokens is as follows.

Figure 4-1 NFC distribution scheme

In this scheme, 5% of the total NFC (105 million pieces) is allocated to the foundation for
the initial construction of the system, long-term community construction, network
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management and other costs; 15% (315 million pieces) is allocated to the project team
for project R&D and operational costs, which will be released linearly in 6 years after 1
year of locking the position; 16% (336 million pieces) is allocated to block mining reward;
64% (1,344 billion pieces) is allocated to traffic mining reward.

4.3 Economic Model for Block Mining
4.3.1 Block Mining Decay Model
NetFlowCoin plans to allocate 16% of the total NFC (336 million pieces) to the block
mining reward. Through the DPoS consensus mechanism, the winning witness nodes will
receive a certain number of NFC tokens as block reward when they successfully pack
new blocks.
NetFlowCoin's block rewards are distributed in a linearly decreasing way by halving every
43 years. The block-out bonus decays with each passing year and is calculated as
follows:
𝑛

𝑇𝑏 = 𝑃𝑏×(1 − 0. 5 43 )
Descriptions：
●

𝑇𝑏 is the total amount of block mining NFC issued in the nth year

●

𝑃𝑏is the total number of block mining issues

●

n≥1, n+1 every year

4.3.2 DPoS Voting Process
In NetFlowCoin, all RN nodes automatically become witness nodes, and all token-holding
users on the network can vote for them. The voting method takes 1 NFC token for 1
ballot, and the minimum number of votes is 1 ballot. Each wallet address is allowed to
vote for multiple witness nodes. The process of redeeming ballots requires a Gas fee
according to the blockchain rules.
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The system stipulates that every 7 days is a vote counting cycle, and 21 witness nodes
are selected based on the DPoS consensus mechanism to be responsible for issuing
blocks in this cycle.

4.3.3 Block Reward Distribution
First of all, 10% of the block reward received by nodes will be allocated to the
network-wide shared pool, and the remaining 90% will first go to the supervisory address
and then be distributed according to the voting bonus ratio set by the node.
Every witness node can set the voting bonus ratio to attract supporters to vote before
counting, and once the node wins the block, all the block rewards it receives will be
distributed to supporters according to the pre-set ratio. Each supporter will get the share
of the bonus pool according to the percentage of votes it voted for the node to the total
number of votes the node received.

4.4 Traffic Mining Economic Model
In NetFlowCoin, whether it is the sharing of data assets, the sharing of network
bandwidth, or the access to network services, all actions are reflected in the traffic. This
provides the basis for calculating the value of data and service exchange. Since traffic is
logically equivalent on each access with the access side, and the traffic itself has
directionality, it is different on different access sides. On the side that initiates the access,
the access request generates traffic in the uplink bandwidth of the initiating side.
However, on the target side it generates the traffic in the downlink bandwidth. Similarly,
the data returned by the access request generates traffic in the downlink bandwidth on
the access side, while on the target side it generates the traffic in the uplink bandwidth.
Since the target side is usually the provider of data or services, and the amount of data
returned by the request is often much larger than the amount of data initiated by the
request in a typical network access, it can be assumed that the uplink traffic generated at
the target side carries the vast majority of the value data.
The NF-SDN technology used in NetFlowCoin includes an intelligent routing function that
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supports complex honeycomb networks. When a network access from the user side is
calculated to get the closest path, its transmission data may be routed and forwarded
among one or more nodes. A copy of its traffic data will also be generated on the side of
the node responsible for routing and forwarding at each route forwarding.
The RN nodes, CN nodes and EN nodes in NetFlowCoin contribute their own bandwidth
resources and computational resources to the network-wide data flow. Therefore, the
system requires the initiator of a network access to pay NB tokens for the uplink traffic
generated on the node side as fuel consumption for traffic generation, while the node will
receive NFC tokens converted from this fuel consumption as a reward for bandwidth
sharing contribution.

Figure 4-2 “NB—traffic—NFC” model

With the prosperity of NetFlowCoin ecology and the conversion of millions of NF-SDN
users, it can be expected that network access and data interaction will generate a huge
amount of uplink traffic. Thus a collection cycle will contain a large amount of traffic
proofs, which requires the system to pay a considerable cost in resources and computing
power to complete the calculation based on PoVF consensus mechanism. As a result,
the system adopts the way of establishing side chains to complete the consensus
calculations of traffic proofs and business calculations such as value-added services
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through the side chains. This can effectively avoid the computational pressure of the
main chain and improve its TPS performance.

4.4.1 Traffic Mining Decay Model
NetFlowCoin plans to allocate 64% of the total NFC (1.344 billion pieces) issued to flow
mining rewards, whose rewards will be decayed once for every one EB increase in the
cumulative effective traffic of the whole network. Meanwhile the ratio of effective traffic
into NFC token rewards will be adjusted upwards. Whenever the cumulative effective
traffic of the whole network reaches 51.709EB, the traffic reward will be distributed by
half. The calculation is as follows. The calculation is as follows.
𝑛

𝑇𝑓 = 𝑃𝑓×(1 − 0. 5 51.709 )
Descriptions：
● 𝑇𝑓 is the total cumulative amount of traffic mining NFCs issued at the nth EB
● 𝑃𝑓 is the total amount of traffic mining issues
● n≥1, n+1 when 1 EB is added on the network

4.4.2 Traffic Mining Pledge
As all nodes in the system have the responsibility and obligation to make their own
contribution to provide quality network services, in order to guarantee the service quality
of nodes, the system requires all nodes to pledge a certain number of NFC tokens on the
main chain when they join traffic mining. The number of NFC tokens required to be
pledged is specified for RN nodes that build the backbone network, CN nodes that build
the branch network, and EN nodes that are widely distributed according to the nodes'
own service capability and status in the network.
The pledge is locked on the NetFlowCoin main chain by means of a smart contract.
When a node needs to quit traffic mining, the NFC token pledged by its participation in
traffic mining will be unlocked and returned by the smart contract. The unlocking period is
180 days, with 1/180 released linearly every day until the pledged NFC token is fully
returned to the original NFC wallet address. Once the unlocking and return operation is
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executed, the node will immediately lose the traffic mining qualification, and its
subsequent uplink traffic will no longer be counted as valid traffic, nor will it continue to
receive traffic mining rewards.

4.4.3 Traffic Mining Reward Distribution
RN nodes and CN nodes pay high construction and operation costs in the construction
and service on the network, and RN and CN nodes also play a key supporting role in
guaranteeing the network service performance and service quality. In order to support
RN nodes and CN nodes to perform better in the system, the system requires that about
6% of the traffic mining rewards obtained by EN nodes need to be awarded to RN and
CN nodes. It also demands 4% of the traffic rewards go into the shared reward pool on
the network, and EN nodes themselves get up to 90% of the traffic mining rewards.

4.4.4 Traffic Mining Reward Lock/Unlock Mechanism
In order to protect the interests of all miners, the system has set a traffic mining reward
lock policy. According to this policy, all rewards obtained from traffic mining will be locked
for 30 days through smart contracts, and will automatically enter the unlocking period
after the locking period expires. Unlocks are released linearly over 180 days, with 1/180
of the locked position released each day. The miners can withdraw some or all their
unlocked traffic mining rewards through the wallet at any time.
The traffic mining rewards in locked and unlocked states will automatically get an
increase of the daily locked coin time. When miners withdraw the unlocked rewards, they
will get additional rewards from the shared reward pool of the network according to the
percentage of the withdrawn rewards' coin time to the total locked coin time of the whole
network.
The calculation methods and steps for the time of locked coins and additional rewards
when miners withdraw traffic mining rewards are as follows.
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1)

From the time the traffic mining reward enters the lock period, the lock time of each
NFC token increases by 1 every day, regardless of whether it is in the lock or
unlocked state.

2)

Polling is calculated in chronological order starting from the traffic reward with the
earliest lock time, finding the unlocked quantity one by one. Transfer from the
unlocked quantity according to the remaining withdrawal quantity, and calculate
according to the difference between lock time and withdrawal time as follows.
Coin time = number of rewards transferred * number of days.

3)

Calculate the lock coin time of traffic mining rewards of the network, set c as the
number of traffic mining rewards locked/unlocked per lock and d as the difference
between the start time of each lock and the time of withdrawal occurrence, then the
total locking coin time of traffic mining rewards of the network will be as follows:
𝑛

𝑇 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 * 𝑑𝑖。
𝑖=1

4)

Set 𝑃 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑙 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘

%,

Then there is the additional reward that miners receive when they withdraw:
𝐵 = 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 * 50% * 𝑃

4.5 Shared Total Prize Pool on the Network
The system has established a network-wide shared total prize pool, which is used to pay
additional rewards for traffic mining lock, the quality proposals for project development
and construction adopted and significant contributions.
The source of the shared total prize pool on the network consists of the following
components.
1) 10% of the block rewards are credited to the prize pool
2) 4% of EN node traffic mining is credited to the prize pool
3)

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑓𝑒𝑒−𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑓𝑒𝑒
2

is credited to the prize pool
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4.6 Deflation Model for NFC Tokens
In order to achieve a healthy interaction between the NFC token based on the native
tokens issued by the NetFlowCoin main chain and the NB tokens issued by erc20 on the
side chain, and to protect the long-term interests of all miners and NFC token holders, as
well as the long-term quality operation of the project, the system requires that when there
are more than 1000 NFC tokens in the user's wallet address, NFC tokens can be
converted to NB tokens through smart contracts based on the anchored exchange price.
The NFC tokens used for conversion will be transferred to the main chain black hole
address (address 0) for destruction. When the total number of NFC tokens destroyed at
the black hole address reaches 1,005 billion, the NFC tokens used for conversion will be
transferred to the foundation for helping the continuous maintenance of the system and
the continuous development of the project.

5 NetFlowCoin’s Market

NetFlowCoin's markets are mainly the digital asset trading market and the flexible
networking market.
The flexible networking market is based on NF-SDN technology, which enables users in
different locations and environments to freely connect and interact with data, thus solving
the problems of cross-regional network, network access speed, and data communication
security. This can help various users to complete the real landing of DApps, businesses,
and applications, and based on which, data flow can reliably reflect the value.
The digital asset market is mainly to match the supply and demand sides, and to make
the intangible digital assets into tangible value. Users with data services can contribute
their bandwidth and digital assets to provide services to those with needs. Consumers
pay NB to purchase digital services embodied as traffic, while producers gain revenue
through NFCs embodied as traffic. Through the token economy, the NFC project
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motivates more producers to contribute their own idle bandwidth and digital assets to
provide efficient services through a fully peer-to-peer edge network. Through a
decentralized architecture, it can ensure that the value of digital assets will not be
controlled by the centralized structure and that data privacy can be effectively protected.
In the era of Internet of Everything, global data continues to grow, and the medium to
activate data is the network. Hence, network traffic, as the most important value
circulation channel, has its own value.

6 NetFlowCoin’s Ecological Practitioners

The current NetFlowCoin ecological practitioners are in the following four main areas:
●

Nodes: Nodes are ecological miners, responsible for traffic mining and transaction
of block mining; they have voting and decision-making rights to participate in major
decisions.

●

Users: NetFlowCoin enables users to enjoy low-cost, unmediated decentralized
network services with unique advantages. Taking into account the high popularity of
NF-SDN, and the many successful cases of large manufacturers, millions of users
will compete to become nodes in the pre-launch phase of NetFlowCoin.

●

NFC holders: Engage in the market. Concern about the floating price of the coin,
which is a major contributor to the price increase.

●

Developers: pay more attention to tools, software development kits, software
libraries, developer incentive programs, specification documents, and DEMO.

The four roles with multiple identity construction relationship complexity are compatible
with each other, and promote each other. More and more community of interest
relationships can make this ecology more robust.
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7 Ecological Application Cases of
NetFlowCoin

NetFlowCoin is dedicated to offsite networking / remote office / secure transmission /
data sharing / private communication / live streaming / IoT / edge computing / cloud-side
storage / IM / cloud-side collaboration / remote audio & video communication / DApp
communications.
Future application cases include:
●

Data assets: data asset storage, trading, IP rights

●

IOT: Smart home, IoT, Telematics

●

Communication: Agile networking, security, messaging

●

Edge computing: edge computing, edge-cloud collaboration, big data, AI

●

Payments: token purchase of products/services

●

Standard blockchain applications: distributed bookkeeping, applications

7.1 Global Free Networking
The "private line" level connection between nodes can be realized, so that no matter
where they are, they can access the network resources of other edge server nodes at
any time to solve the problem of cross-territory/operator networking.
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Figure 7-1 Global Free Networking Case

7.2 Network Resource Sharing
Users can use the NetFlowCoin Edge Server to remotely access network resources such
as cameras and printers at home at any time and to quickly use the Internet resources at
the NetFlowCoin Edge Server location. Even if users are on a business trip, they can feel
like they are at home.

Figure 7-2 Network Resource Sharing Case

7.3 EN Data Sharing
Data resources stored in NetFlowCoin edge servers can be securely shared with friends,
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family, and colleagues. Data access is transmitted by end-to-end encrypted direct
connection, which not only ensures the flexibility and security of data sharing, but also
avoids the risk of leakage through third-party transit.

Figure 7-3 En data sharing case

●

Isolate each user space on NetFlowCoin edge server nodes to protect privacy

●

Only data in the common space is accessible to all users

●

Be able to share very large files or even the data of entire device

7.4 Bandwidth Sharing & Acceleration
RN/CN/EN contributes free bandwidth resources to provide edge data forwarding
capability for other EN nodes, partners (e.g. CDN), IOTs, etc., so that the network
resources of edge nodes distributed around the world can all be organically integrated
and utilized.
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Figure 7-4 Bandwidth Sharing & Acceleration Case

Normally, all nodes in the NetFlowCoin network use DLT technology to communicate
directly. When DLT cannot be established, the optimal path is intelligently selected to
ensure accurate, reliable and fast transmission of data from both sides of the
communication with the relay capability of RN/CN/EN.

7.5 Distributed Edge Storage
EN nodes can provide their own free storage space to other users of NetFlowCoin to
store files for use by sharing, in order to achieve distributed, edged, sliced, and secure
storage and reduce cloud construction costs. Even if the hard disk of an EN is damaged
or lost, it can be recovered from sliced storage in other nodes of NetFlowCoin.

Figure 7-5 Distributed Edge Storage Case

Distributed edge storage has multiple features:
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●

Slice storage: Store files in slices or separately in multiple EN devices, then extract
and consolidate the slices according to rules when needed

●

Multi-backup storage: data is stored in different EN devices in slices or in full

●

Encrypted storage: All slices or backups are stored in an encrypted way, so that
storage providers can be protected and unauthorized persons cannot obtain the
backup data

7.6 Cloud-Side Computing Image
The cloud-side computing image method is used to provide the service of encrypting and
image the EN storage into the "cloud" to ensure the high availability and security of EN
data. Meanwhile the slow connection problem of some ENs caused by the network is
solved by image.
●

Cloud data image

●

Edge data image

●

Data slicing image

●

Computing power image

Figure 7-6 cloud-side computing power image case
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7.7 Community Operation
Weline Circle is a new economic ecosystem built on NF-SDN technology, aiming to
securely connect producers and consumers who share the same interests. So it can
realize the paid sharing of personal digital intellectual property, and promote the flow of
data between supply and demand, and thus create value entirely in the hands of
producers.

Figure 7-7 Community Operation Case

Weline Circle is completely distributed, created and operated by community managers.
Unlike the traditional centralized Internet community concept, it is completely distributed
with all its internal activities managed and operated by the creators, and there is no way
to know from the outside.
In simple terms, the Weline Circle ecology can be seen as a borderless business world
on which each community is built its own malls with specific attributes. The community
owner is the manager of the mall, responsible for the management, operation and
charging rules of all members. Producers can be invited by the community owner or
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apply to open a storefront in the mall running on its edge server. Consumers who gain
access to the storefront can pay for their content through the aisles and stairs built by
Weline's NF-SDN technology.
Weline Circle has the attributes of free establishment/management, precise object sales,
direct connection between producers and consumers, value generation in the flow of
data, security and privacy etc.

8 NetFlowCoin Team

Foundation
NetFlowCoin (Singapore) Foundation was founded in 2019 and is the NF-SDN operator.
It is committed to changing the existing centralized Internet architecture model and
providing simple and fast remote access and interconnection solutions for enterprises,
small businesses, homes, individuals, and IoT.
Technical Team
The project technical team focuses on the research and practice of Internet underlay,
software-defined virtual network, edge computing and other technologies. The core
members have over 20 years of experience in global networking services. The team
members are full of passion and dreams for the Internet, with a sense of innovation and
courage to meet challenges.
Cases of Technical Team
NF-SDN technology has provided virtual network connectivity solutions and operation
services for China Mobile and other large enterprises.
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Cocan Lau
Chuck Song
Samson Sun

10 Risks

10.1 Regulatory Risks
The regulatory policies of governments on blockchain projects and the financial financing
methods based on them are not clear enough, and government control can be an issue.
There are many cases of participants' losses caused by government control. If the overall
value of the digital asset market is overvalued, the investment risk will increase. The
expectations of the participants may increase gradually as the project progresses, and
these expectations may not be realized. Relevant participants are expected to be aware
of the risks involved.
The trading of digital assets including NFC tokens and NB tokens is highly uncertain. Due
to the lack of strong regulation in the field of digital asset trading, it is a real possibility
that the digital assets of NFC tokens or NB tokens may surge and fall under the control of
bankers, etc. If individual participants lack experience entering the market, they may not
be able to resist the asset impact and psychological pressure brought by market
instability. With the development of the blockchain field, relevant government policies and
regulations will be improved, but in this development process, the risk of regulation is
obvious. If the regulatory body such as the government carries out rectification of this
field and other regulations, the NFC tokens or NB tokens purchased in the early stage
may be affected, including but not limited to the fluctuation and restriction of price and
saleability.
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10.2 Team Risk
Currently, there are many teams and projects in the field of network traffic, and the
competition is very fierce. There is strong market competition and project operation
pressure. The ability of NetFlowCoin to stand out among the best projects and be
recognized by the public and customers is tied to the ability of the NetFlowCoin project
team and the execution of the vision plan, as well as the influence of many competitors
and even oligopolies in the market, which may face vicious competition. NetFlowCoin's
founders have accumulated many years of connections in the industry and have
gathered a team of dynamic and strong talents, attracting senior practitioners in the
blockchain field and technical developers with rich experience. The stability and cohesion
within the team is crucial to the development of the NetFlowCoin project. In the future,
the team will do its best to avoid such risks, but we do not rule out the possibility of core
personnel leaving or conflicts within the team that could negatively affect the
NetFlowCoin project.
The NetFlowCoin founding team will spare no effort to achieve the goals in the white
paper and to extend the project's growth potential. Currently, the NetFlowCoin team has
a relatively mature business portfolio. However, given the unpredictable trends in the
industry, the existing business model and the integrated thinking may not match well with
the market demand, which may result in a lack of profitability. If the updated details of the
project are not available to the participants in time, the public may not be aware of the
latest development of the project and the participants or the public may not know enough
about the project due to information asymmetry. This may affect the subsequent
development of the project.

10.3 Technical Risks
Firstly, the project is built on cryptographic algorithms and the business model is based
on the sharing economy. The rapid development of cryptography also brings the risk of
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potential cracking. The NetFlowCoin project team will upgrade and maintain the system
in a timely manner based on the latest cryptographic advances, but there is no guarantee
that the system will not be cracked before the upgrade and maintenance. Secondly,
blockchain, distributed ledger, decentralization, tamper-proof and other technologies
support the core business development, and the NetFlowCoin project team will spare no
efforts to avoid the technical risks, but still cannot fully guarantee the implementation of
the technology. In addition, during the project update and adjustment process,
vulnerabilities may be found to exist, which can be compensated by issuing patches, but
the extent of the impact caused by vulnerabilities cannot be guaranteed.
In terms of security, the amount of money from individual supporters is small, but the total
number of people is large, which also places a higher demand on the safety and security
of the project. NFC passwords and NB tokens are anonymous and difficult to trace, and
are vulnerable to criminal exploitation or hacking, or may be involved in criminal acts
such as illegal asset transfers. At this moment, a safer way is to transfer money manually
from the backend. The NetFlowCoin project team will consider the safest model as far as
operating costs allow while retaining the team's internal traceability mechanism. Other
currently known risks are: As blockchain technology and the overall industry dynamics
continue to evolve, NFC tokens and NB tokens may face some risks that have not yet
been foreseen. Participants are invited to make participation decisions, comprehensively
understand the team's background, know the overall framework and ideas of the project,
reasonably adjust their vision, and rationally participate in the exchange of NFC tokens
and NB tokens.
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